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Abstract
Bounded-memory computability continues to be in the focus
of those areas of AI and databases that deal with feasible
computations over streams—be it feasible arithmetical cal-
culations on low-level streams or feasible query answering
for declaratively specified queries on relational data streams
or even feasible query answering for high-level queries on
streams w.r.t. a set of constraints in an ontology such as in the
paradigm of Ontology-Based Data Access (OBDA). In classi-
cal OBDA, a high-level query is answered by transforming it
into a query on data source level. The transformation requires
a rewriting step, where knowledge from an ontology is in-
corporated into the query, followed by an unfolding step with
respect to a set of mappings. Given an OBDA setting it is very
difficult to decide, whether and how a query can be answered
efficiently. In particular it is difficult to decide whether a
query can be answered in bounded memory, i.e., in constant
space w.r.t. an infinitely growing prefix of a data stream. This
work presents criteria for bounded-memory computability of
select-project-join (SPJ) queries over streams with applica-
tion time. Deciding whether an SPJ query can be answered in
constant space is easier than for high-level queries, as neither
an ontology nor a set of mappings are part of the input. Using
the transformation process of classical OBDA, these criteria
then can help deciding the efficiency of answering high-level
queries on streams.
Introduction
The potential infinity and velocity of stream data is a big
challenge for designing streaming engines that are going
to be used in an agent, in a data stream management sys-
tem (DSMS) or in any other system that has to process
streams. This holds true regardless of whether one con-
siders engines for doing arithmetical calculations on low-
level streams (such as sensor percepts in agents), answer-
ing queries in a DSMS, answering high-level queries w.r.t.
a set of constraints in an ontology such as in the paradigm
of Ontology-Based Data Access (OBDA), or considering a
stream of actions and belief states in the agent paradigm.
Usually, stream queries are registered at a stream engine
at some point and then evaluated continuously on an ever
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growing prefix of one or more input streams. Efficient al-
gorithms that evaluate registered queries continuously are
indispensable. However, deciding whether a query can be
evaluated efficiently is a non-trivial task. And even if it is
known that a query is computable efficiently it does not au-
tomatically lead to a procedure that generates an algorithm
evaluating that query efficiently. If one could find criteria to
identify such queries and a procedure that generates an al-
gorithm respectively, then this would mean a real benefit for
efficient stream processing.
In this paper, we are going to focus on one aspect of ef-
ficient stream processing dealt under the term “bounded-
memory computation”, namely keeping space consumption
during the evaluation as low as possible, in particular keep-
ing it constant in the size of the prefixes of the streams pro-
cessed so far. A stream engine in an agent or a DSMS has
only a bounded amount of space available, regardless of hard
disk storage or main memory. If more than constant space is
required, for instance linear space with respect to the ever
growing prefix of one or more input streams, then a system
will run out of memory at some point. In that case, it is not
possible to evaluate such a registered query correctly.
Recent efforts where made to temporalize and stream-
ify classical OBDA for processing streams of data (Baader,
Borgwardt, and Lippmann 2013). High-level queries are
written with respect to a signature of an ontology and an-
swered by transforming them into queries on data source
level. The ontology is a knowledge base and can be main-
tained by an expert of a specific domain such as an engi-
neer. Mappings map ontology predicates into a query on data
source level. Therefore, mappings are defined and main-
tained by an IT-specialist. Such an OBDA approach is also
of interest for AI research on rational agents whose knowl-
edge on the environment, e.g., is encoded in an ontology.
Given an OBDA setting, deciding whether a high-level
query is bounded-memory computable (bm-computable)
can be difficult. However, in case of classical OBDA, a high-
level query can be transformed into a query on data source
level such as the structured query language (SQL). Deciding
bounded-memory computability for SQL queries is easier
than for high-level queries as no ontology or set of map-
pings is part of the input. Nevertheless, some assumptions
made on the ontology level need to be considered on the
data source level. These assumptions and many more, as pre-
sented later, heavily influence the criteria for testing whether
a SQL query is bm-computable.
We present criteria for bounded-memory computability of
SQL queries over relational data streams with a specific at-
tribute for application time. We assume that the SQL queries
are transformation outputs of high-level queries in a stream-
ified OBDA scenario and that they may contain constraints
from the ontology and the high-level execution model.
Preliminaries
Queries that can be evaluated in constant space with respect
to an ever growing prefix of one or more input streams are
said to be bm-computable (Definition 1).
Definition 1 (Definition 3.1 in (Arasu et al. 2004)). A query
is computable in bounded-memory if there exists a constant
M and an algorithm that evaluates the query using fewer
than M units of memory for all possible instances of the
input streams of the query.
An instance of a stream is at any point of time a bag of
tuples seen so far. Only a bounded amount of tuples can be
stored in memory as otherwise, more than constant space
is required during query evaluation. The bounded amount
of tuples can be seen as a representation for the instance
of a stream. Such a representation is later referred to as a
synopsis and results have to be the same at any point of time
regardless of whether query Q is applied on the synopsis or
the instance of a stream.
At any time, the instance of the output stream is defined
as the result of applying query Q on the database instance
that contains all tuples ever received. Therefore, we have to
restrict the class of queries to monotonic ones. As usual, a
query Q over a schema R is called monotonic iff for ev-
ery two instances I, J of R: I ⊆ J → Q(I) ⊆ Q(J). In
particular, an SQL query is monotonic, if it does not con-
tain negation or aggregation. This is the case for the class of
select-project-join (SPJ) queries and their (polyadic) unions,
which are in the focus of this paper.
If the projection of a query is duplicate preserving, then
the polyadic union operator is duplicate preserving and if
the projection is duplicate eliminating, then the polyadic
union operator is duplicate eliminating. It can be shown that
a set of SPJ queries, combined by a polyadic union opera-
tor, is bm-computable if every SPJ query in the set is bm-
computable. Moreover, not every SPJ query in a set is nec-
essarily bm-computable if the union of every SPJ in the set
is bm-computable. SPJ queries have static relations (Defini-
tion 2), infinite streams and finite streams as input.
Definition 2. A static relation R consists of a finite bag of
tuples having the same schema.
We draw a distinction between an infinite stream and a
finite stream (Definition 3). The distinction is necessary for
defining criteria testing whether a transformed query is bm-
computable or not.
Definition 3. An infinite (finite) stream S (F ) is an infi-
nite (finite) sequence of relational tuples having the same
schema.
A finite or infinite stream is referred to as a stream in the
following, except when there is a notable difference.
We assume that the SPJ queries that are going to be tested
for bounded-memory computability are given in a specific
normal form as described in (Definition 4).
Definition 4 (Extension of Subsection 4.4 in (Abiteboul,
Hull, and Vianu 1995)). An SPJ algebra query is in normal
form iff it has the form:
ΠL
(
m×
i=1
{〈ai〉} × σP
(
k×
i=1
Ri ×
l×
i=1
Si ×
p×
i=1
Fi
))
where Π ∈ {p˙i, pi} is a duplicate-preserving projection op-
erator p˙i or a duplicate-eliminating projection operator pi,
L = {j1, . . . , jn}, n ≥ 0 is the list of attributes projected
out, a1, . . . , am ∈ dom a set of constants in the domain,
m ≥ 0, {1, . . . ,m} ⊆ {j1, . . . , jn}, R1, . . . , Rk are static
relation names (repeats permitted), S1, . . . , Sl are infinite
stream names (no repeats permitted), F1, . . . , Fp are finite
stream names (no repeats permitted), and P is a set of atoms
of the form (X op Y ) where op ranges over {<,=, >, 6=}
(Abiteboul, Hull, and Vianu 1995).X is an attribute and Y is
either an attribute, integer or timestamp. The comparison of
constants is omitted, as they evaluate either to true or false.
No timestamp attribute is in the project list L. Each infinite
stream or finite stream contains a timestamp attribute. The
comparison of timestamp and integer attributes is forbidden.
We assume that the size of a query is bounded by a constant.
We forbid the comparison of timestamps and integers as
this would require a conversion of timestamps to integers,
and there is possibly more than one way of converting a
timestamp into an integer (and vice versa).
An important notion for our criteria is that of boundedness
of attributes. Arasu and colleagues (Arasu et al. 2004) define
the boundedness of attributes in queries that refer only to
infinite streams. The boundedness of attributes in queries,
which are the results of a transformation in a OBDA scenario
considered in this paper, differ, as transformed queries refer
additionally to static relations and finite streams.
Definition 5. If selection P+ contains an equality join of
the form (Si.A = Rj .B) or (Si.A = k) for some con-
stant k, then attribute A of stream Si is lower-bounded and
upper-bounded. An attribute A is lower-bounded (upper-
bounded) if the selection P+ contains an inequality join of
the form (Si.A > Rj .B) or (Si.A > k) ((Si.A < Rj .B)
or (Si.A < k)). If an attribute is lower-bounded and upper-
bounded, then it is bounded, otherwise it is unbounded.
As mentioned in the beginning, a high-level query QH
written with respect to an ontology can be transformed into
a query on data source level, such as a SPJ query, depending
on the expressiveness QH and the ontology language.
Usually, classical OBDA query answering is defined un-
der set semantics and transformed queries have a duplicate
eliminating operator. However, it is possible and reason-
able to define OBDA query answering under bag-semantics
(Nikolaou et al. 2017). Therefore, we present bounded-
memory requirements for queries with a duplicate eliminat-
ing as well as duplicate preserving operators.
Execution Model
According to Definition 3, an infinite stream Sj (1 ≤ j ≤ l)
is an infinite sequence of relational tuples having the same
schema. The domain of each attribute is the set of integers
or timestamps from a flow of time (T,≤T), where T has 0
as minimum, has no last element, is discrete, and≤T is non-
branching (i.e. linear). Exactly one attribute of a schema is
from the domain of timestamps. The amount of tuples hav-
ing the same timestamp is bounded by a constant.
A finite stream Fj (1 ≤ j ≤ p) is a stream except that
T has a last element (Definition 3). We assume that the last
element of T is known before processing starts.
All streams are synchronized with respect to the times-
tamps and every tuple with the same timestamp fits into
memory. An evaluation plan can assume that tuples of a
stream arrive at the system with monotonic increasing times-
tamps and the order of every tuple per timestamp is random.
Static relations Rj (1 ≤ j ≤ k) consist of a finite bag of
tuples having the same schema (Definition 2). The domain
of each attribute is the set of integers. Rj does not change
over time while processing a query (which makesRj static).
Every attribute A of a static relation is lower-bounded by
min{rj [A]}, upper-bounded by max{rj [A]}, and therefore
always bounded.
All tuples of a stream having the same timestamp are re-
ceived and cached until a tuple with a new timestamp arrives
at the system. A marker denotes the arrival of such a tuple
that has a timestamp different from those timestamps of the
cached tuples. The query is executed as soon as a marker is
received, results are written into the output, and the cache
is emptied. Figure 1 visualizes two synchronized streams S,
T , where a marker denotes the arrival of a new timestamp.
Example 1. A DSMS receives two synchronized and or-
dered streams S, T of temperature values produced by tem-
perature sensors. The streams are synchronized, because the
arrival of a new marker denotes the arrival of a tuple with
a timestamp that is different from the timestamps of the
cached tuples, and tuples arrive in order with respect to
their timestamp. In this example, the tuples S(−1◦C, 0s)
and T (−2◦C, 0s) arrive at the DSMS and are written into
a cache. A marker triggers the re-evaluation of a query that
is registered at the system. The cache is emptied and new tu-
ples arrive at the system that have another timestamp than
the already processed tuples. All tuples that arrive at the
DSMS between two markers fit into memory, as the amount
of tuples between two markers is bounded by a constant.
Preprocessing of Queries
Our criteria are defined for queries in a special form. Due
to this, queries that consist of SPJ queries combined by a
polyadic union operator need to be preprocessed in four
steps in such a way that criteria testing whether the query
is bm-computable can be applied:
1. Split each SPJ query, with selection containing inequality
join predicates of the form (Si.A 6= Sj .B) with i 6= j,
into multiple SPJ queries combined by a polyadic union
operator, until no SPJ query contains a selection with a
Marker DSMS
. . . S(1◦C, 1s) S(−1◦C, 0s)
. . . T (0◦C, 1s) T (−2◦C, 0s)
Figure 1: Execution Model
disjunction. Then, a SPJ query has (Si.A > Sj .B) and
another one (Si.A < Sj .B) in its selection.
2. Join streams Si with timestamp attribute I and Sj with
timestamp attribute J into a single stream S with fresh
timestamp K, if both are part of a SPJ query, where (I =
J) is in the selection P+. The fresh schema of stream S
contains every attribute from the streams Si, Sj from the
domain of integers and attributeK withK = I = J from
the domain of timestamps.
3. Rename an infinite stream Si with timestamp attribute I
into finite stream Fi if I is upper-bounded in the selection
of a SPJ query.
4. Derive a set of locally totally ordered (LTO) queries from
each SPJ query and combine them by a polyadic union
operator. A LTO query is derived from a SPJ query Q by
adding filter predicates to the selection P of Q. Adding
different filter predicates to P of Q results in a finite
number of different LTO queries. Whether a query is a
LTO query or not, depends on the transitive closure P+
of selection P . The transitive closure P+ is the set of
all atomic predicates that can be logically inferred by the
predicates in P , involving only elements of P (Arasu et
al. 2004).
For every input stream Si of a LTO query, the set of inte-
ger attributes of Si and constants contained in the query are
totally ordered (Definition 6).
Definition 6 (Definition 4.3 in (Arasu et al. 2004)). A set of
elementsE (attributes, integers, constants) is totally ordered
by a set of predicates P if for any two elements e1 and e2 in
E, exactly one of the three atomic predicates (e1 < e2) or
(e1 = e2) or (e1 > e2) is in P+.
A preprocessed query is here referred to as a modified
LTO query (Definition 7).
Definition 7. A modified LTO query has the following prop-
erties:
1. The selection does not contain an inequality join of the
form (Si.A 6= Sj .B).
2. Does not refer to any two streams Si with timestamp at-
tribute I and Sj with timestamp attribute J together with
an equality join predicate of the form (Si.I = Sj .J) ∈
P+, with i 6= j.
3. Does not refer to a stream Si where the timestamp at-
tribute is upper-bounded.
4. Each set of integer attributes of every SPJ query is totally
ordered.
Set A(S) contains all attributes that are in the schema of
stream S, and set S(Q) contains all input streams of query
Q. A dependency graph G(Q) = (V,E) induced by a mod-
ified LTO query Q has the vertices V = S(Q) and edges
E = {(Si, Sj) | Si, Sj ∈ V ∧ (Si.I > Sj .J) ∈ P+ ∧
I, J are timestamp attributes}. For each stream S ∈ S(Q),
graph G˜(S,Q) is the connected component in G(Q), in that
stream S is contained. Graph G(S,Q) is the spanning tree of
G˜(S,Q). If G(S,Q) forms a tree, then d(G(S,Q)) denotes
the distance of stream S to the root node of a tree. The chil-
dren of a parent node in a tree are those with a distance of
one to the parent node.
Our criteria depend on the potential redundancy of in-
equality predicates (Definition 8), and two sets MaxRef,
MinRef (Definition 9).
Definition 8 (Definition 4.1 in (Arasu et al. 2004)). An in-
equality predicate (e1 < e2) ∈ P is said to be redun-
dant in P iff one of the following three conditions hold: (1)
there exists an element e such that (e1 < e) ∈ P+ and
(e < e2) ∈ P+; (2) there exists an integer constant k such
that (e1 = k) ∈ P+ and (k < e2) ∈ P+; (3) there ex-
ists an integer constant k such that (e1 < k) ∈ P+ and
(e2 = k) ∈ P+.
Definition 9 (Definition 5.4 in (Arasu et al. 2004)).
MaxRef(Si) is the set of all unbounded integer attributes
A of Si that participate in a non-redundant inequality join
(Sj .B < Si.A), with i 6= j, in P+ and MinRef(Si) is the
set of all unbounded integer attributes A of Si that partici-
pate in a non-redundant inequality join (Si.A < Sj .B), with
i 6= j, in P+.
Example Queries
In this section, we illustrate (the proofs for) our criteria for
bounded-memory computability with an extensive example.
The example query Q has input streams S(A, I), T (B, J),
and U(C,K), where A, B, and C are integer attributes, and
I , J , and K are timestamp attributes:
ΠA,B(σ(I>J)∧(J>K)∧(A>B)∧(0<B)∧(B<5)(S × T × U))
The query is bm-computable in the duplicate preserving,
but not in the duplicate eliminating case. In the duplicate
preserving case, synopses Syn(t), Syn(u) are created for
streams T and U . A synopsis, such as Syn(t) contains for
the current instance t of stream T tuples that “represent” t
so that Q(t) = Q(Syn(t)). In case of duplicate preserving
queries, synopsis Syn(t) contains two sets sTn , s
T
p . Set s
T
n
in Syn(t) of stream T contains values with respect to the
current time step, and sTp in Syn(t) of stream T values that
were inserted into sTn in the past. Sets s
T
n and s
U
n contain
only values with respect to the current time step and the size
of them is always finite as only a bounded amount of tuples
arrive at a DSMS at each time step. Set sTp is always finite as
only distinct values of bounded attribute B between 0 and 5
are stored in the synopsis and set sUp only contains an empty
tuple with a counter as presented later. Therefore, the size of
Syn(t) and Syn(u) is bounded by a constant.
Assume tuples from streams S, T , and U arrive at a
DSMS as visualized in Figure 2. The arrows denote that
(I > J) ∈ P or (J > K) ∈ P are satisfied. At time
step 0s, the tuples (42, 0s) and (7, 0s) arrive at the DSMS.
Tuple (42, 0s) is discarded as (I > J) ∈ P can never be sat-
isfied. All tuples arrive with an increasing timestamp value
and no tuple with a timestamp value less than 0s was ever
received in the past or will be received in the future. The
same holds for tuple (7, 0s) with respect to (J > K) ∈ P
and additionally (B < 5) ∈ P is not satisfied. In the next
time step, tuple (1, 1s) arrives at the DSMS and is not dis-
carded, as (J > K) ∈ P is possibly satisfied in the fu-
ture. Value 1 is not stored in memory, as attribute C is not
in the project list L or part of a predicate in selection P of
Q. Instead, an empty value () is stored in sUn together with
a counter 〈1〉. Conceptually, ()〈1〉 ∈ sUn denotes that a tu-
ple was received from stream U at the current time step.
In the next time step, ()〈1〉 is moved from set sUn into sUp .
Now, ()〈1〉 ∈ sUp denotes that a tuple was received from
stream U in the past. Tuple (2, 2s) is not discarded, as
(J > K) ∈ P and {(0 < B), (B < 5)} ⊆ P are satis-
fied, and (I > J) ∈ P is possibly satisfied in the future.
Value 2 is stored in memory, as B is in the project list L and
()〈1〉 ∈ sUp denotes, that (2, 2s) was received after exactly
one tuple (here (1, 1s)) from stream U in the past. There-
fore, (2)〈1〉 is stored in sTn and moved into set sTp at the
next time step. Counter 〈1〉 of value 2 denotes, that (2, 2s)
was received exactly once after a tuple was received from
stream U in the past. In the next time step, tuple (3, 3s) ar-
rives at the DSMS and again, an empty value together with
counter 〈1〉 is stored in sUn . At time step 4s, ()〈1〉 ∈ sUn is
moved into set sUp = {()〈1〉} and then merged by adding
the counters of the empty values. Element ()〈2〉 ∈ sUp de-
notes that two tuples where received from stream U in the
past. Tuple (1, 4s) arrives at the DSMS from stream T and
(1)〈2〉 is stored in sTn denoting that (1, 4s) was received ex-
actly two times after two tuples where received from stream
U in the past. In the next time step, (1)〈2〉 is moved from
set sTn into s
T
p and tuples (42, 5s) and (3, 5s) arrive at the
DSMS. Value 3 is stored together with counter 〈2〉 in sTn
as described before and value 42 is not stored in memory
as synopsis Syn(s) does not exist. All tuples received from
stream S are only needed at the current time step to com-
pute results and never in the future. Therefore, a synopsis
Syn(s) is unnecessary. Tuple (42, 5s) from stream S is re-
ceived after tuple (2, 2s) and (2, 2s) after (1, 1s) as depicted
in Figure 2. Thus, (42, 2) needs to be written into the out-
put stream, as attributes A and B are in the project list L.
However, the tuples (42, 5s), (2, 2s), (1, 1s) are not stored
in memory and results need to be computed from the val-
ues stored in the synopsis Syn(t). As depicted in Figure 2,
(2)〈1〉 is stored in sTp denoting, that value 2 was received
from stream T in the past after exactly a single tuple was
received from stream U in the past. Therefore, (42, 2) can
be derived as a result from synopsis Syn(t). Additionally,
(42, 5s) was received after (1, 4s) from stream T and (1, 4s)
time
0s
1s
2s
3s
4s
5s
A
Z42
42
B
A7
2
1
3
C
1
3
sTn = {(3)〈1〉}
sTp = {(1)〈2〉, (2)〈1〉}
sUn = {}
sUp = {()〈2〉}
Figure 2: Example instances of streams S, T, and U
after (3, 3s) and (1, 1s) from stream U . Thus, (42, 1) needs
to be written twice into the output stream. Again, this result
can be derived from (1)〈2〉 ∈ sTp as before.
Query Q is not bm-computable in the duplicate eliminat-
ing case as attributeA is in the project list L. Any evaluation
strategy that evaluates Q has to check whether a tuple was
already written into the output stream. Therefore, an evalu-
ation strategy has to keep track of every distinct tuple that
was written into the output stream. However, attribute A is
not bounded and arbitrary many distinct tuples of stream S
might arrive at the system, where Syn(t) and Syn(u) are
not empty. An evaluation strategy, that necessarily has to
keep track of every distinct value of attribute A, stores an
unbounded amount of tuples in memory. Therefore, Q is not
bm-computable in the duplicate eliminating case.
Duplicate Preserving Queries
This section presents in Theorem 1 a sufficient and nec-
essary criterion for bounded-memory computability of
duplicate-preserving modified LTO queries (Definition 7).
Theorem 1. Let
p˙iL
(
m×
i=1
{〈ai〉} × σP
(
k×
i=1
Ri ×
l×
i=1
Si ×
p×
i=1
Fi
))
be a modified LTO query Q, k, p ≥ 0, and l > 1. Q is bm-
computable iff all of the following conditions are fulfilled:
C1: For every stream Si, the graph G(Si, Q) forms a tree,
with i = 1, . . . , l.
C2: Graph G(Si, Q) forms a tree and for every integer join
of the form (Si.A op Sj .B), with i 6= j and op ranges
over {<,=, >}, if G(Si, Q) = G(Sj , Q), then Si, Sj
have either the same stream as parent, Si is the par-
ent of Sj , or Sj is the parent of Si, else if G(Si, Q) 6=
G(Sj , Q), then d(G(Si, Q)) = d(G(Sj , Q)) = 0.
C3: Graph G(Si, Q) forms a tree and for every integer at-
tribute A ∈ A(Si) in project list L, with i = 1, . . . , l,
d(G(Si, Q)) ≤ 1, and if |{G(Si, Q) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l}| > 1,
thenA is bounded, else if |{G(Si, Q) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l}| = 1
and d(G(Si, Q)) = 1, then A is bounded.
C4: Graph G(Si, Q) forms a tree and for every inte-
ger equality join predicate (Si.A = Sj .B), with
i 6= j, Si.A and Sj .B are both bounded, except
for |{G(Si, Q) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l}| = 1 and either
d(G(Si, Q)) = 0 or d(G(Sj , Q)) = 0. If |{G(Si, Q) |
1 ≤ i ≤ l}| = 1 and d(G(Si, Q)) = 0 then Sj .B
is bounded and d(G(Sj , Q)) = 1. If |{G(Si, Q) | 1 ≤
i ≤ l}| = 1 and d(G(Sj , Q)) = 0 then Si.A is bounded
and d(G(Si, Q)) = 1.
C5: Graph G(Si, Q) forms a tree and |MaxRef(Si)| +
|MinRef(Si)| = 0, with i = 1, . . . , l, except for
|{G(Si, Q) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l}| = 1 and d(G(Si, Q)) = 0.
We shortly motivate each of the conditions in the cri-
terion. As G(Si, Q) forms a tree by C1, counters in sSin
of parent streams Si can be updated depending on child
streams Sj counters in s
Sj
p each time a tuple from stream
Si is received. By condition C2, an inequality join of the
form (Si.A op Sj .B) is only allowed if Si, Sj have either
the same stream as parent, Si is the parent of Sj or Sj is
the parent of Si, where op ranges over {≤,=,≥}. This en-
sures that each update of a counter can be computed with re-
spect to any join between the attributes of Si and Sj or child
streams Sj of Si at the current time step where it can be
guaranteed that all values in sSjp of child streams Sj where
received in the past with respect to the values in sSin of the
parent stream Si of child streams Sj .
At each time step, a counter denotes how often values of
an attribute A in project list L need to be written into the
output stream. However, attributes are only written into the
output stream if all sSin of streams Si that are in the root
of G(Si, Q) are not empty and at least one tuple is received
from one of those streams Si at the current time step. Then,
only the counters in sSin of streams Si in the root of G(Si, Q)
or counters in sSip of streams Sj that are a child of streams
Si in G(Si, Q) are up to date and therefore, only attributes
A ∈ A(Si) ∪A(Sj) are by condition C3 in project list L.
Conditions C4 and C5 ensure that every attribute that in-
fluences the output of Q is bounded. If an attribute A influ-
ences the output of Q, then all values of attribute A need
to be stored in memory. However, storing all values ever
received would require an unbounded amount of memory.
Therefore, only distinct values together with a counter are
stored in memory which requires only a bounded amount of
memory if attribute A is bounded.
Duplicate Eliminating Queries
This section presents in Theorem 2 a sufficient criterion
for bounded-memory computability of duplicate eliminating
modified LTO queries (Definition 7).
Theorem 2. Let
piL
(
m×
i=1
{〈ai〉} × σP
(
k×
i=1
Ri ×
l×
i=1
Si ×
p×
i=1
Fi
))
be a modified LTO query, k, p ≥ 0, and l ≥ 1. Q is bm-
computable if all of the following conditions are fulfilled:
C1: Every integer attribute in the project list L is bounded.
C2: For every integer equality join predicate (Si.A =
Sj .B), where i 6= j, Si.A and Sj .B are both bounded.
C3: |MaxRef(Si)|eq + |MinRef(Si)|eq ≤ 1 for i ≤ 1, . . . , l.
In C3, |E|eq is the number of equivalence classes into which
element set E is partitioned by the set of predicates P .
The criterion for queries with a duplicate eliminating op-
erator is less restrictive than for queries with a duplicate pre-
serving operator as counters are unnecessary. However, all
attributes influencing the output of Q need to be bounded to
keep track of all tuples that where already written into the
output stream. That is necessary to prevent duplicates being
written into the output stream. Graph G(Si, Q) does not have
to form a tree as no counters need to be updated.
Related Work
Our criteria on bounded-memory computability are moti-
vated by those of Arasu and colleagues (Arasu et al. 2004).
The main difference is that Arasu and colleagues provide
general criteria for a subclass of SQL queries over infinite
streams without considering additional constraints on spe-
cific attributes such as that of a time attribute. Our results
show that additional constraints such as that of having a time
domain with a linear order and a starting time point have a
strong influence on bounded-memory computability.
Pushing the idea of constraints on streams further leads
to considering constraints specified in a knowledge base /
ontology. In this respect, our work is related to (in fact, mo-
tivated by) stream processing within the OBDA paradigm
(Calbimonte et al. 2012) or stream processing w.r.t. Dat-
alog knowledge bases (Beck, Dao-Tran, and Eiter 2018;
Walega, Kaminski, and Grau 2019). In particular we con-
sidered queries resulting from the transformation (Schiff,
O¨zc¸ep, and Mo¨ller 2018) of OBDA queries in STARQL
(O¨zc¸ep, Mo¨ller, and Neuenstadt 2014).
Bounded-memory computability is a general feature not
restricted to the realm of streams. Indeed, historically, it has
been considered in the first place in the realm of temporal
databases where the focus is on finding bounded-history en-
codings in order to check temporal integrity constraints—
as described in the classic paper of Chomicki (Chomicki
1995). Moreover, under the term “incremental maintainabil-
ity” a generalized form of bounded memory processing is
discussed in dynamic complexity (Patnaik and Immerman
1997). The aim is to solve problems that are not captured by
some logic L (for example, calculating the transitive closure
of a graph is not definable as a first order logic formula) by
allowing an incremental update of formulas in L. The un-
derlying incremental update model extends the idea of up-
dating the values in registers which underlies our execution
model. An early description for a stream execution model
over first-order logic structures are stream abstract state ma-
chines (Gurevich, Leinders, and Van Den Bussche 2007).
Conclusion and Future Work
We made a step towards coping with the infiniteness of
streams by finding criteria for testing whether a SPJ query
over streams with application time and static relations can be
evaluated in constant space. Our model is sufficiently gen-
eral in order to capture realistic scenarios, as those described
in (Schiff, O¨zc¸ep, and Mo¨ller 2018), with non-trivial crite-
ria for bounded-memory computability. Though non-trivial,
those criteria are easy to check so that queries computable in
constant space can be identified. Concerning the generality
of our approach we note further that the domain of attributes
is not restricted to integers but can be any discrete structure
(cf. (Arasu et al. 2004, chp. 9)).
We currently work on extending criteria for queries with
optional negation. Queries with negation are not monotonic
and therefore a new execution model is required where tu-
ples are not only appended to the instance of the output
stream. Additionally it would be interesting to find criteria
for queries that allow the comparison of timestamp attributes
with non-timestamp attributes.
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Appendix: Proofs
The appendix contains the proofs for Theorem 1 (for queries
with duplicate preserving projection) and Theorem 2 (for
queries with duplicate eliminating projection).
Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Theorem 1 states that if the conditions C1 to C5 hold,
an evaluation strategy exists that can process a modified
duplicate preserving LTO query Q, using only a bounded
amount of memory. If the selection P of Q is unsatisfiable,
then Q is trivially computable using a bounded memory, as
in that case the output stream is always empty. If query Q
refers to a single stream only, then Q is computable using
only a bounded amount of memory, as every predicate in P
is only a filter condition (Arasu et al. 2004). Hence, we as-
sume in the following that queryQ has a satisfiable selection
P and refers to at least two streams.
Query Q fits into memory, as the size of Q is finite, in-
cluding every constant in the set {a1, . . . , am} ⊆ L. An
evaluation strategy has to store a bounded amount of con-
stants a1, . . . , an in memory and every time a tuple from
L\{a1, . . . , an} is computed, the constants together with the
tuple are written into the output stream. Thus, an evaluation
strategy can compute the output stream, using a bounded
amount of memory, with respect to the constants a1, . . . , an,
iff Q is bounded memory computable without the constants
a1, . . . , an. Therefore, any query Q in the following does
not contain any constants a1, . . . , an.
For every stream Si, the evaluation strategy creates a
synopsis Syn(si), as soon as query Q is submitted to the
system, except for the case when G(Si, Q) contains every
stream and Si is the root of G(Si, Q). If G(Si, Q) contains
every stream, then a synopsis is created for every stream in
G(Si, Q), except for the root node. Once a stream Si re-
ceives a tuple, the tuple is filtered by every filter condition,
projected by the bounded attributes, and stored in Syn(si).
Filter conditions are computable for each received tuple in-
dividually, which requires no additional amount of memory
(Arasu et al. 2004). Instead of storing every projected and
filtered tuple, which would require an unbounded amount of
memory, only distinct tuples are stored each together with
a count, which requires only a bounded amount of memory,
as the attributes of stored tuples are bounded. Each synop-
sis Syn(si) is split into two sets, where one set sn contains
counts of tuples at the current time step and sp contains ev-
ery count of tuples from the past. With each new time step,
the tuples from sn are moved and merged into those in sp, by
adding the counts for each distinct tuple in sn to those cor-
responding ones in sp, before tuples are received at the new
time step. With each new time step, denoted by a marker, sn
is empty.
For every stream Si, all incoming tuples are discarded,
where at least one child stream of Si in G(Si, Q) has an
empty synopsis, as the tuples of Si join only with the tu-
ples of the child streams received in the past. Thus, only
streams Si, which are a leaf in G(Si, Q) do not discard any
incoming tuples, at the first time step, if they satisfy every
filter condition. In the next time steps, parent streams may
receive tuples, which are not discarded, iff all child streams
have a non-empty synopsis. By the first part of condition
C3, if G(Si, Q) = G(Sj , Q), joins are only allowed be-
tween streams Si, Sj , where Si, Sj have the same parent,
Si is the parent of Sj , or Sj is the parent of Si. Therefore,
every counter in a parent streams synopsis depends on all
child streams synopsis counters in sp, as parent stream tu-
ples only join with previous received tuples of their child
streams. The child stream counters in the sets sp only de-
pend on each other either by a join, or if there is no join, by
a Cartesian product. A parent stream, of child streams who
have all a non-empty synopsis, receives a tuple which satis-
fies every filter condition and the counter of the parents re-
ceived tuple is incremented by the sum of the result, by eval-
uating the joins and Cartesian products of the child streams.
If a parent stream Si is the root node of a tree and G(Si, Q)
contains all streams of Q, then results can be written into
the output stream, as all streams have a non-empty synopsis
and if G(Si, Q) does not contain all streams, then there is
more than one tree, with each having a stream in the root,
which may have an empty synopsis. If every stream in the
root of a tree has a non-empty synopsis, then every possi-
ble join or Cartesian product between those are evaluated
and results can be written into the output stream, as joins
are only allowed between the roots of a tree by the second
part of condition C3, if G(Si, Q) 6= G(Sj , Q). By condition
C2, attributes of streams in a root node or attributes in child
streams of a root node are in the project list L, as every tu-
ple in the root node depends on all tuples in sp of the child
nodes, which where in any case received in the past with
respect to the attributes in the root node.
In case of condition C1 in Theorem 1, the graph G(Si, Q)
is for every stream Si a tree. Assume, one of G(Si, Q) is
not a tree, no evaluation strategy could evaluate Q, using
a bounded amount of memory. Without loss of generality,
at least one stream Sz in G(Si, Q) has two parents Sx, Sy
(or more), as G(Si, Q) is not a tree, and there is no join be-
tween Sx, Sy , and Sz except for {(Sx.X > Sz.Z), (Sy.Y >
Sz.Z)} ⊆ P with timestamp attributes X , Y , and Z respec-
tively. Streams Sy, Sz receive arbitrary many tuples over
time satisfying every filter condition and Sx not a single
one. Every attribute in Sy, Sz , which is in the project list
L, has to be bounded, as otherwise the memory has to store
possibly an unlimited amount of distinct tuples. Counter of
tuples are incremented in the synopsis Syn(sz) with every
tuple from stream Sz received so far, which are added to
counters in Syn(sy) respectively, every time a new tuple
from stream Sy arrives, which satisfies every filter condi-
tion. Now, Sx receives a tuple, satisfying every filter condi-
tion, and an evaluation strategy has to compute the correct
value for the counter in Syn(sx) for the received tuple. The
counter in Syn(sx) depends on how many tuples were re-
ceived each in stream Sz before a tuple of stream Sy was
received, which requires access to the whole history of tu-
ples ever received in streams Sy and Sz . The history would
contain for each received tuple in streams Sy, Sz a times-
tamp, which requires an unbounded amount of memory, as
no tuple from stream Sx might arrive. Without Sx, Sz has
only Sy as a parent and it suffices, to add the counters in
Syn(sz) to the counters in Syn(sy) with every received tu-
ple from Sy , as Sy only joins with tuples from stream Sz
which were received in the past. Symmetrically, the same
holds for the counters in Syn(sy) of Sy , if Sx and Sz re-
ceive arbitrary many tuples before Sy receives a single one.
Bounded attributes in Sz can not be in the project list L,
without the correct counts of distinct tuples received by Sx,
Sy , as either the counters in Syn(sx) or Syn(sy) are not
computable in bounded memory and they are needed for the
evaluation strategy to return the correct amount of attributes
in stream Sz , which are possibly in the project list L. The
same holds for the case, when streams have more than two
parents.
The first part of condition C2 states that for every attribute
A ∈ A(Si) in the project list L, with i = 1, . . . , l, that
at least d(G(Si, Q)) ≤ 1. In other words, by condition C1,
G(Si, Q) is a tree and any attribute of a stream with a dis-
tance greater or equal than two to the root node of G(Si, Q)
is not in the project list L. Assume, without loss of gen-
erality, that Sx is the root node, which is the parent of a
stream Sy , Sy is the parent of Sz , and there is no join be-
tween Sx, Sy , and Sz except for {(Sx.X > Sy.Y ), (Sy.Y >
Sz.Z)} ⊆ P with timestamps X , Y , and Z respectively. No
attribute of stream Sz is in the project list L, as otherwise
no evaluation strategy could evaluate Q, using a bounded
amount of memory. Streams Sy, Sz receive arbitrary many
tuples, satisfying every filter condition, and Sx not a single
one. Every attribute in Sy, Sz , which is in the project list
L, has to be bounded, as otherwise the memory has to store
possibly an unlimited amount of distinct tuples. With every
received tuple of stream Sz , satisfying every filter condition,
the counters in Syn(sz) are incremented and added to the
counters in Syn(sy), with every received tuple of stream Sy ,
satisfying every filter condition. Now, Sx receives a tuple,
satisfying every filter condition, and an evaluation strategy
has to compute the correct value for the counter in Syn(sx).
The counter in Syn(sx) depends on how many tuples were
received each in stream Sz before a tuple of stream Sy was
received, which requires access to the whole history of tu-
ples ever received in streams Sy and Sz . The history would
contain for each received tuple in streams Sy, Sz a times-
tamp, which requires an unbounded amount of memory, as
no tuple from stream Sx might arrive. With access to the
whole history, attributes of Sz are allowed in the project
list L, as an evaluation strategy can compute for each tu-
ple received by Sx after a tuple by Sy , which tuples were
received in the past by stream Sz with respect to the tu-
ple received by Sy . The second part of condition C2 states
that for every attribute A ∈ A(Si) in the project list L, if
|{G(Si, Q) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l}| > 1, then Si.A is bounded, else
if |{G(Si, Q) | 1 ≤ i ≤ l}| = 1, then Si.A is bounded if
d(G(Si, Q)) = 1. In other words, there is a difference be-
tween the cases, whether G(Si, Q) is a tree containing all
streams Si ∈ S(Q) or not. If there is only one tree con-
taining all streams Si ∈ S(Q), then only one root stream
S exists. Results are only returned, iff stream S receives a
tuple, which can be returned without the need of storing it
in memory as it only joins with any received tuple of the
other streams in the past and not with any in the future. For
the case, when there is more than one tree, every attribute
in the project list L, which is in one of the roots, has to be
bounded. Without loss of generality, there are two trees with
attributes in both roots, which are in the project list L. Only
the streams in the first tree receive arbitrary man tuples, sat-
isfying every filter condition, while the other one receives
not a single one. Some attributes in the root of the first tree
are in the project list L and need to be stored in memory,
as they can not be returned, as no stream in the second tree
has received any tuples yet. Therefore, every attribute of the
root in the first tree, which is in the project list L, has to be
bounded. The same holds for the case, when there are more
than two trees.
Condition C3 consists of two cases, whether there is a
join between attributes of two streams of the same tree or
of different trees. The first case states that, when the join is
between attributes of streams Si, Sj in the same tree, then
Si, Sj have the same parent, Si is the parent of Sj , or Sj is
the parent of Si.
Assume, without loss of generality, Si is an ancestor of
Sj with a distance greater or equal than two, as otherwise
Si would be the parent of Sj , and integer attribute A in Si
is part of an join, with integer attribute B in Sj . Si.A is
possibly unbounded, if G(Si, Q) contains all streams and Si
is the root node, otherwise bounded, and Sj .B is not in the
project list L and bounded, as only attributes of streams with
a distance smaller or equal than one to the root node are in
the project list L. Arbitrary many streams S1, . . . , Sq are de-
scendants of Si and the ancestors of Sj . None of the streams
Si, Sj , or S1, . . . , Sq have more than one parent, as other-
wise G(Si, Q) is not a tree. No evaluation strategy can eval-
uate Q using only a bounded amount of memory. Streams
S1, . . . , Sq, Sj receive arbitrary many tuples, satisfying ev-
ery filter condition, and Si not a single one. It is not possible
to store every received tuple by stream Sj , as Sj might re-
ceive arbitrary many distinct tuples, before Sq receives one.
Therefore, a synopsis for Sj .B contains for each distinct
filtered and projected tuple a count. The counts are incre-
mented every time a corresponding tuple is received, satis-
fying every filter condition, and it is not possible to compute
how often they join with Si.A, as Si has not received any
tuples yet and might never receive a single one. Again, it
is not possible to store every received tuple of stream Sq ,
as Sq might receive arbitrary many tuples. Therefore, only
bounded attributes of Sq can be stored by a synopsis, as de-
scribed before, in memory. Every counter in Syn(sq) would
depend on the counts in Syn(sj), which do not contain how
often Sj .B joins with Si.A. The same holds for the counts
in Syn(s1) to Syn(sq−1). Now, Si receives a tuple and the
counter in Syn(si) depends on Syn(s1) and how often Si.A
joins with Sj .B. It is possible to compute how often Si.A
joins with any previous received Sj .B and how often it joins
with S1 depends on the counters in Syn(s1), which does
not contain how often Sj .B joins with Si.A. All counters in
Syn(s1) to Syn(sq) need to be recomputed, which is im-
possible without access to the whole history of the streams
S1, . . . , Sq, Sj .
Assume, without loss of generality, Si is not an ancestor
of Sj , Sj is not a an ancestor of Si, G(Si, Q) = G(Sj , Q),
and again, there is a join between Si.A and Sj .B. As Si
and Sj are part of the same tree, they have a unique com-
mon ancestor Sk, which is in this case not the parent of
Si and Sj , but possibly the parent of either Si or Sj . If
Sk is the parent of Sj , then streams Sq, . . . , Sr are the de-
scendants of Sk and ancestors of Si, if Sk is the parent of
Si, then streams St, . . . , Su are the descendants of Sk and
the ancestors of Sj , and if Sk is neither the parent of Si
and Sj , then Sq, . . . , Sr are the descendants of Sk and the
ancestors of Si and St, . . . , Su are the descendants of Sk
and the ancestors of Sj . The attributes in Sk are possibly
unbounded, if G(Sk, Q) contains all streams and Sk is the
root node, otherwise bounded, and at least one of Si, Sj
has a distance greater or equal than one to the root node.
None of the streams Si, Sj , Sk, Sq, . . . , Sr, St, . . . , Su has
more than one parent, as otherwise G(Sk, Q) is not a tree.
Assume without loss of generality, Sk is the parent of Si
and has St, . . . , Su as descendants followed by Sj . Streams
St, . . . , Su, Sj receive arbitrary many tuples, satisfying ev-
ery filter condition, and Sk, Si not a single one. It is not
possible to store every received tuple by stream Sj , as Sj
might receive arbitrary many distinct tuples, before Sk re-
ceives one. Therefore, a synopsis for Sj .B contains for each
distinct filtered and projected tuple a count. The counts are
incremented every time a tuple is received, satisfying every
filter condition, and it is not possible to compute how of-
ten they join with Si.A, as Si has not received any tuples
yet. Again, it is not possible to store every received tuple of
stream Su, as Su might receive arbitrary many tuples. Ev-
ery counter in Syn(su) would depend on the counters in
Syn(sj), which do not contain how often Sj .B joins with
Si.A. The same holds for the counts of St to Su−1. Now
Si receives a tuple, satisfying every filter condition, and it is
possible to compute how often Si.A joins with Sj .B and
the counters in Syn(sj) can be updated respectively. All
counters in the synopses of St, . . . , Su depend on the coun-
ters in Syn(sj) and need to be recomputed, if Sk receives a
tuple, satisfying every filter condition, which is impossible
without having access to the whole history of the streams
St, . . . , Su, Sj . Results can not be written into the output
stream, using a bounded amount of memory, if any evalua-
tion algorithm needs an unbounded amount of memory, to
store a whole history of streams.
Now, the same case as before, but G(Si, Q) 6= G(Sj , Q)
holds. As Si and Sj are not part of the same tree, they
do not have a common ancestor. Condition C3 states for
that case that d(G(Si, Q)) = d(G(Sj , Q)) = 0. In other
words, Si is in the root of G(Si, Q) and Sj is in the root of
G(Sj , Q), if there is a join between Si and Sj , and G(Si, Q),
G(Sj , Q) are different trees. Assume without loss of gener-
ality, there is a join between Si.A and Sj .B, Si is in the root
of G(Si, Q) and Sj is not the root of G(Sj , Q). No evalu-
ation strategy can evaluate Q, using a bounded amount of
memory. G(Sj , Q) has root St, and as G(Sj , Q) is a tree,
there is a path St, . . . , Su, Sj from St to Sj in G(Sj , Q).
Streams St, . . . , Su, Sj receive arbitrary many tuples, sat-
isfying every filter condition, and every stream of G(Si, Q)
except Si and if one of them contains attributes, which are in
the project list L or are part of a join, then they are bounded,
as otherwise an unbounded amount of memory is required,
to store every distinct filtered and projected tuple. A syn-
opsis Syn(sj) for Sj contains for each distinct filtered and
projected tuple a count. The counts are incremented every
time a tuple is received by stream Sj , satisfying every filter
condition, and it is not possible to compute how often they
join with Si.A, as Si has not received any tuples yet and
might never receive a single one. Again, it is not possible to
store every received tuple of stream Su in memory, as Su
might receive arbitrary many distinct tuples. Therefore, only
bounded attributes of Su can be stored by a synopsis, as de-
scribed before, in memory. Any counter in Syn(su) would
depend on the counts in the synopsis of Sj , which do not
contain how often Sj .B joins with Si.A. The same holds for
the counts in the synopses of St, . . . , Su−1. Now, Si receives
a tuple, which satisfies any filter predicate and the synopsis
of Si stores the filtered and projected tuple together with a
count. It is possible to compute how often Si.A joins with
any previous received Si.B The counters in St, . . . Su need
to be updated, depending on the counters in the synopsis of
Sj , which is impossible without having access to the whole
history of every received tuple by streams St, . . . , Su, Sj .
Conditions C4 and C5 are similar to C2 and C3 of theo-
rem 5.6. by Arasu and colleagues, except for the case when
an attribute in the project list L is in the root stream of a tree
containing all streams ofQ, and state that only bounded inte-
ger attributes are involved for computing the output stream.
A tuple, which is received by a root stream Si of a tree
G(Si, Q), containing all streams of Q, only joins with tu-
ples of streams, which are received in the past (i.e. they do
not join with any tuple, a stream might receive in the fu-
ture). Therefore, if attributes of the root stream Si are in the
project list L, a synopsis Syn(si) is unnecessary, as every
tuple in Syn(si) can be written immediately into the out-
put stream and joins never again with any tuple in the future
with respect to the timestamp.
Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. Theorem 2 states, if the condition C1 to C3 hold,
an evaluation strategy exists, which can process a modified
duplicate eliminating LTO query Q, using only a bounded
amount of memory. If the selection P of Q is unsatisfiable,
then Q is trivially computable using a bounded amount of
memory, as the output stream is always empty (Arasu et al.
2004). In the following, every query Q has a satisfiable se-
lection P .
Query Q fits into memory, as the size of Q is fi-
nite (i.e. bounded), including every constant in the set
{a1, . . . , am} ⊆ L. An evaluation strategy has to store a
bounded amount of constants a1, . . . , an in memory and ev-
ery time a tuple from L \ {a1, . . . , an} is computed, the
constants together with the tuple are written into the out-
put stream. Thus, an evaluation strategy can compute the
output stream, using a bounded amount of memory, with
respect to the constants a1, . . . , an, iff Q is bounded mem-
ory computable without the constants a1, . . . , an. Therefore,
any query Q in the following does not contain any constants
a1, . . . , an.
First, the evaluation strategy is presented, then why the
content of each synopsis is sufficient to compute the output,
and finally why each synopsis needs only a bounded amount
of memory.
The evaluation strategy creates for each stream Si a syn-
opsis Syn(si), as soon as query Q is submitted to the sys-
tem. For every stream Si, all incoming tuples are discarded,
where at least one child stream of Si in G(Si, Q) has an
empty synopsis, as the tuples of Si join with the tuples of the
child streams received in the past. Therefore, only streams
Si, which have no children in G(Si, Q), do not discard any
incoming tuples, at the first time step, if they satisfy every
filter condition. Filter conditions are computable for each
received tuple individually, which requires no additional
amount of memory (Arasu et al. 2004). If a tuple si satisfies
every filter condition in the first time step and is received
by a stream Si, which has no children in G(Si, Q), then si
is projected by its bounded attributes including the current
timestamp, and attributes which are either in MaxRef(Si)
or MinRef(Si) including the current timestamp are stored
in Syn(si). If si already exists in Syn(si) with respect to
the bounded integer attributes, as every stream Si might re-
ceive a finite amount of tuples in the first time step, then
si is stored in synopsis Syn(si) as described by Arasu and
colleagues (Arasu et al. 2004), where the attributes of ei-
ther MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) are possibly updated. If such
attributes in either MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) are updated,
then the corresponding timestamp is updated by the cur-
rent timestamp. As every stream Si receives only a bounded
amount of tuples in the first time step, the synopses Syn(si)
contain a bounded amount of tuples and the list of times-
tamps for each bounded attribute contains only a single
timestamp. A marker denotes the arrival of tuples having a
greater timestamp.
Some streams Si, in the next time steps, might have child
streams in G(Si, Q), which all have a non-empty synopsis.
If such a stream Si receives a tuple si, which satisfies ev-
ery filter condition and does not match any stored tuple in
the synopsis Syn(si) with respect to the bounded integer at-
tributes, then si is projected by its bounded attributes includ-
ing the current timestamp, and attributes which are either in
MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) including the current timestamp
and then stored in Syn(si) as described by Arasu and col-
leagues (Arasu et al. 2004), except when the tuple does not
join with any past received tuples by a descendant stream.
If si already exists in Syn(si) with respect to the bounded
integer attributes, then the si might join with tuples stored
in descendant streams synopses, of which the existing tu-
ple sp in Syn(si) does not join. Then, the current times-
tamp is added each to the list of timestamps associated with
the bounded attributes of sp and if one of the attributes of
sp, which are either in MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) are up-
dated, then the corresponding timestamp is updated with
the current timestamp. Otherwise, if si joins, as sp with
respect to the bounded integer attributes joins with tuples
stored in descendant streams synopses, then no timestamp is
added to any list of timestamps and if one of the attributes,
which are either in MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) are updated,
then the corresponding timestamp is updated with the cur-
rent timestamp. A tuple si is possibly stored in the synop-
sis Syn(si) as it joins with attributes of tuples stored in de-
scendant stream synopses, which are either in MaxRef(Si)
or MinRef(Si). Some of the bounded integer attributes of
si have a greater or smaller value respectively and si was
received after the tuples stored in the synopses of the de-
scendant streams (i.e. the timestamp is greater). Some time
steps later, some of the tuples in the descendant streams syn-
opses, of which one of the attributes is in either MaxRef(Si)
or MinRef(Si) are possibly updated by a greater or smaller
value respectively together with the associated timestamp.
After the update, the timestamp of si does not join any more
with some of the timestamps of the tuples in the descen-
dant streams synopses. The evaluation strategy can assume
that the bounded attributes of si joined with attributes of
descendant streams in the past, even if this is not the case
any more, as otherwise si would not exist in the synop-
sis Syn(si). The tuple si would not exist, as the evalua-
tion strategy only stores tuples which join with tuples re-
ceived by descendant streams in the past. Tuples, which are
stored in streams synopsis, which are descendants of streams
with updated timestamps of attributes which are either in
MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) are not affected, as they were re-
ceived in the past with respect to the old timestamp and the
updated timestamp. Tuples in streams synopsis, which are in
a different tree or do not have a common ancestor, than the
tuples, where the timestamps of attributes which are either
in MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) are updated, are not affected,
as they are independent with respect to their timestamp. If
every synopsis is non-empty and every stream has received
every tuple up to a marker, then the evaluation strategy com-
putes and writes the results of Q into the output stream.
Bounded attributes in the project list L, which do not join
with attributes stored in a child streams synopsis, are writ-
ten into the output stream as well. Only results, which were
not already written into the output stream, are written into
the output stream, which is possible, as the evaluation strat-
egy keeps track of every tuple being written into the output
stream.
Every synopsis Syn(si) of streams Si, which have
no children in G(Si, Q), contain distinct projected tuples,
where the bounded attributes have each an associated times-
tamp, which denotes when the tuples were stored for the first
time and attributes in either MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) have
each an associated timestamp, which denotes when the tu-
ples were updated, as greater or smaller values where possi-
bly received respectively. The bounded attributes of streams,
which have no children in G(Si, Q), have only each a single
associated timestamp instead of a list of timestamps, as a list
of timestamps is only needed for bounded attributes of tuples
in streams, which have descendants in G(Si, Q). The associ-
ated timestamps of the bounded attributes denote when the
tuples were stored for the first time, which is sufficient as
any tuple received by any ancestor stream in G(Si, Q) is re-
ceived in the future and any tuple which is stored in a syn-
opsis of a stream, which is part another tree or not a ancestor
joins with the tuples with respect to the bounded attributes
independent of the associated timestamps. The attributes in
either MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) have an associated times-
tamp, which is updated whenever a tuple is received, whose
values have a greater or smaller value respectively, which
is sufficient as the same reason as for bounded attributes.
Therefore, the synopses of streams Si, which have no chil-
dren in G(Si, Q) are always bounded and sufficient to com-
pute the output stream.
Every synopsis Syn(si) of streams Si, which have de-
scendants in G(Si, Q), contain distinct projected tuples,
where the bounded attributes have each a list of associated
timestamps, which denote when the tuples were stored and
attributes in either MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) have each
an associated timestamp, which denotes when the tuples
were updated, as greater or smaller values where possibly
received respectively. Tuples with bounded attributes have
each a list of timestamps, where the first timestamp stored
in the list denotes when the tuple was received for the first
time. A tuple si was stored in Syn(si), as it satisfies every
filter condition, all descendants have a non-empty synopsis,
and it joins with past stored tuples in the synopsis of some
of the descendants, with respect to the bounded attributes.
After some time steps, some of the descendants of Si possi-
bly store some tuples in their synopsis, which are new with
respect to the bounded attributes. If stream Si receives a
tuple s′i which matches si with respect to the bounded at-
tributes, then s′i might join with newly stored tuples in the
synopsis of descendants of Si with respect to the bounded
attributes. Then the current timestamp is added to the list
of timestamp associated with si and attributes which are ei-
ther in MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) are possibly updated re-
spectively. The list of timestamps is always bounded, as a
timestamp is only added to the list of timestamps, when a
received tuple of a stream joins with past received tuples
of the descendant streams with respect to the bounded at-
tributes. A descendant stream only receives a finite amount
of bounded attributes and streams with no descendants in
a tree only have a single timestamp associated with the
bounded attributes. A timestamp is added to the list of times-
tamps only, if s′i joins with bounded attributes of which si
does not join, as s′i always joins with the same attributes
in either MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si) of tuples in descendant
streams as si does and only bounded attributes are relevant
for the output, as only bounded attributes are by condition
C1 allowed in the project list L. A tuple si is possibly stored
in synopsis Syn(si) of stream Si, as si satisfies every filter
condition, all descendants have a non empty synopsis and it
joins with past stored tuples with respect to attributes which
are either in MaxRef(Si) or MinRef(Si). Some time steps
later, at least one tuple was stored in a synopsis of one of a
descendant stream, which causes the update of an attribute
and its associated timestamp, which is either in MaxRef(Si)
or MinRef(Si) and of which si joins. Now si does not join
any more with the updated attributes associated timestamp,
as the timestamp lies in the future. The evaluation strategy
ignores that si does not join with that attribute with respect
to the timestamp as si is only stored, if it joins with all tuples
stored in the synopsis of descendant streams and the updated
timestamp is irrelevant for the output, as only bounded at-
tributes are by condition C1 in the project list L. Therefore,
any synopsis Syn(si) of streams Si which have descendants
in G(Si, Q) are always bounded as well as streams synopsis
Syn(si) which have no descendants in G(Si, Q) and suffi-
cient to compute the output stream.
